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INTRODUCTION 

Sheihk Mohammad Abdullah (5th December 1905 -

8th 1982) was a Kashmiri Politician who played a 

central role in the politics of Jammu and Kashmir, the 

northernmost Indian state. The self-styled “Shere- 

Kashmir” (Lion of Kashmir), Abdullah was the 

founding leader of the Jammu and Kashmir National 

Conference and the 4th chief Minister of Jammu and 

Kashmir. He agitated against the rule of the Maharaja 
Hari Singh and urged self-rule for Kashmir. But he 

died at the age of 76yrs(1). 

Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah was 25 yrs old when he 

burst upon political stages of Kashmir like a tornado. 

The appointments to Govt. jobs in those days were 

made by the state recruitment board. Since merit was 

the main criterion. Kashmiri pandits secured these 

limited position, leaving the Educated Muslims in a 

state of frustration. Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah 

resigned his post as a teacher in the Islamic High 
School, Srinagar, in protest against this 

discrimination because the backward majority 

community was being discriminated against, this was 

the fateful decision in his life. Impelled by Allah and 

by his own in tuition. Sheikh Abdullah’s mind began 

to think not of Govt. job for educated Muslims but in 

terms of ameliorating the economic conditions of the 

kashmiri masses . He was touched by the asymbyl 

poverty of his muslim prefrel in the valley and 

resolved to put an end to the feudal system 

responsible for this Voltaire and rousseau had used 

their pens to arouse ihe consciousness of the French . 
People against tyranny : Sheikh Abdullah used his 

speech to arouse the kashmiri from their slumber and 

organized mammoth gatherings mosques , gifted by 

god with a graceful personality , sonorous heart he 

was able to away the masses. He delivered firey 

speeches and identified himself with the plight of 

the despossessed muslim of Kashmir. 

There are many reasons why in the formative years of 

his political carrier Sheikh Abdullas political ideas as they are today, muslims . The second is that at this time of his life Sheikh Abdullah had a typical bourgeious psychology.

Every year July 13th is celebrated as maetyrs day in 

the state. It was on this faithful day that the muslims 
of Kashmir the clarion call of Sheikh Abdullah and 

turned their backs upon fear which had gripped their 

hearts for nearly four centuries. Though the events 

that day took a communal term, it was essentially a 

political erroption directed against the ruler a 

spontaneous outburst a concrete form in thousands of 

people attacking the centeral jail, not out like the 

storming of the bastille during the French revolution . 

There were sparked of by the universe holding of a 

trial of one Abdul Qadir in the central jail .He was a 

muslim butler to an Englishman. At a religious 

gathering at khan-qaoi-Moula in the interior parts of 

the city, he had spoken against the dogra rulers and 

was arrested for sedition. Thousands of Muslims 

gathered outside the jail. When the mobs turned 

violent, firing was restored to and 21 Muslims were 

killed. Infuriated they turned in huge processions 
from the jail, looting and burning Hindu shops and 

also some of them, the bodies of the Muslims killed 

near the jail were taken by the demonstrator to the 

Jamia Masjid, the biggest mosque in the city. Sheikh 

Mohammad Abdullah sat beside on the dying man 

whose lost wordswere “Sheikh sahib” we have done 

our duty tell the Nation (kashmiri) that they should 

now their duty so that the blood that was shed today 

will bear fruit some day and not get/go waste. This 

torch lit today should be kept alive till the Nation 

attain complete Freedom. Swearing by the blood shed 
by the Martyr Sheikh Abdullah made a solmn pleged 

to the dying man that he would not rest till the goal 

was attained. 

As a student of A.M.U, 2 he came in direct contact 

with Ghandhi and Sarojni Naido and was influenced 

by them liberal and progressive ideas. He became 

convinced that the feudal system was responsible for 

the miseries of the Kashmiri’s and like all progressive 

nations of the world Kashmir too should have a 

democratically elected Government. In 5th March 

1948- 9thAug 1953 he became as the 2nd Prime 

Minister of the princely state. 3 
Kashmiri polymath and Lawyers Molvi Abdullah, 4 

his lectures motivated Sheikh Abdullah and other 

educated Muslim youths to struggle for justice and 

fundamental rights.5  

“Sheikh known as lion of Kashmir” 

That is how he was known, a towering personality the 

undisputed unchallenged unrivalled and betrayed 

by Maharaja from 1931, literate and illiterate Muslim 

majority made him every popular and the people as a 
whole visualized through him a very rosy by singning 

in famous 75 accord. 6 A Pakistani poet wrote about 

75 accord. 

Loot Le Insaan ki kismat75 lakh ma Bik Gaye 

Kashmir ki Jannat 75 lakh ma Marad ka Sarmaya 

Mehnat 75 lakh ma Auratoo ka jawhar Asmat 75 lakh 

ma Mulak wa Milat Qoam wa Jaan 75 lakh ma 75 
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lakh ma ha ha 75 lakh ma. 

And was accepted whatever was being offered by 
Govt.of India unfortunately Sheikh Abdullah’s 

political history that could been written in golden 

words and was archieved never to be mentioned 

again. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Sheikh Abdullah was also the founder of Muslim 

Conference which was the ist political party in 

Kashmir. It has been formed on 16 Oct 1932 being as 

a President of Muslim Conference. In his Presidential 

adrees Sheikh Abdullah categorically stated that the 
Muslim Conference had come into existence of 

struggle for the rights of all oppressed sections of the 

society and not Muslims alone. It was not a 

communal party and would struggle for the rights of 

the oppressed whatever, Hindu Muslim, Sikh 7with 
the same forever. He re-arrested that the struggle of 

Kashmir’s was not a communal struggle. 8 
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